
 

 

Summary from the MIAA Game Officials Meeting and Baseball Committee Meetings 

Game Officials Meeting…September 9, 2015 

 I.   Election of new officers: 

  Chair:     Elizabeth McAndrews, Amesbury High School, Assist. Principal 

  V-Chair: Mitch Blaustein, Sharon School Committee 

  Secretary: Mike DelGrosso, MBUA 

 II.   Update on Background Checks presented by Deputy Director Richard Pearson 

  Richard Pearson provided update on the state of Background checks for officials in MA 

   -6700 officials have registered in the past prior to CBC’c 

   -4470 have registered to date 

   -8000 are projected to register for this year 

   -“People Trail” is the company hired by the MIAA to conduct background checks   

     -Ned Doyle and Richard Pearson @ MIAA are charged with reviewing all background   

    checks     

   -Appeal process established for those that are rejected…3 person board set up 

   -Local officials board president and secretary and assignors have access to the lists  

  Questions and concerns raised by GOC members (I followed up with email to Richard Pearson as well 

   for latest information) 

  *Does the MIAA have a sense of what the costs will be for the next round of checks in 3years given  

  that those officials who were initially checked; would the need be there to complete such an extensive  

  check?   

   Response from RP: We have made no decisions for the future years. 

  *Is there a means to cross check officials who have registered through one local board with another  

  board...e.g. Mike DelGrosso registers with the SEUA site but is a member of the CMBUA 

 

   Response from RP: 

   Each board has two leaders (minimum) who have access to their board lists of approve  

   officials.  Also, anyone who has an Arbiter account can be linked to the MIAA supergroup  

   and see the eligibility status of any person who is signed up with that assignors account.  If  

   not signed up with Arbiter, they would need to reach out to the other board or Athletic  

   Director of the league they are assigning. 

 

  *What happens if an official has been ok'd by the system but an A.D. or Supt is not comfortable with an  

  official working in his school for reasons/complaints he may have regarding the official? 

 

   Response from RP:   That is up to each individual AD and league. 

  *Mike DelGrosso raised concern regarding new candidates who have not been background checked  

  before they go through classes/training…should they get background check first even though haven’t  

  gone through training and testing… 

 

   Richard Pearson commented that they could pay upfront for background check or go  

   through class then background check…officials’ boards could add disclaimer that all  

   officials will be subject to a background check who work MA Public School athletic events/ 

   games 

 

 Notes/Comments:     The sense I got from this update is the MIAA, given the fact that this endeavor was put on  

 them by the Superintendents/School Districts, have have made significant progress in its initial    

 implementation. They do suggest that there needs to be some tweaking to make it more efficient and user friendly.  

 

 If there are any suggestions, questions, concerns that the membership wants addressed, please let me know. 



 

 

 My recommendation regarding how we address those issues is to be one voice from the MBUA. 

 

 III.   Game Officials Banquet proposal 

  Ned Doyle updated GOC regarding feedback on recognizing male and female officials of the year… 

   *questions, concerns and discussion raised on the number of male officials vs female officials and 

     the inequities it presents… 

   *Consensus of the committee was to table this 

  **If the MBUA members have any ideas, comments or suggestions please let me know  

 IV.    Regular Season Fees 

  *Ned Doyle reviewed fees through 2016-2017 fees voted on and approved by GOC from March   

    2015 mtg…(Note:  I was not at this mtg nor do officials have a vote on this committee) 

 

  *Mike DelGrosso asked if he could share an analysis of officials’ fees in the New England States 

     -the differences show officials’ fees in other N.E. states were significantly higher, and given that  

      officials in MA have had no increase in 3 years along with the added cost of background check (pay  

      decrease), would the GOC be amenable to reconsider the fee increase for 2016-2017? (set at +$2.00) 

 

  *Ned pointed out the fees were set for 2016-2017, but he would look into if whether the vote could be  

    reconsidered. Further Ned stated any increase would best be served discussing at the January/March  

    2016 meetings for the 2017-2018 school years… 

   (Note…Ned Doyle did get back to me and fees would not be reconsidered for 2016-2017) 

 

  *Met with Richard Pearson to discuss best way to move forward with proposing raising fees to be more  

       comparable with other NE States 

      -discussion/consensus is to present to the GOC at Jan. meeting a plan to raise fees over period of time  

       to get MA officials more in line with other NE states…further other officials’ groups should be  

       included and a consensus put forward of what the fee increase should be 

 

 Notes/Comments:  The GOC members are pretty frugal when it comes to discussing fee increases. But, in the 

time  I’ve served on this committee, they are not unreasonable and can be convinced if the data supports the request.  

 My feeling is if we are going to make any progress to increasing fees to be inline with other NE States, then it is  

 essential we reach out to the other officials’ boards to develop a plan to present in January.  

 

 There is a short time frame and if we are going to make any progress we need to be ready for the January GOC  

 meeting.  

 

 V. Officials’ Input 

  Concerned raised by Mike DelGrosso regarding the timely payment for spring officials. 

       -Don Fredericks confirmed there have been more officials this year than in past that have not  

          been paid for working spring games 

       -Mark Ottovelli, Taunton AD stated if officials fill out w-9 correctly, and information is  

          legible has to go through a number of steps to get processed…last week season vouchers  

         wouldn’t get checks until mid July and if information not complete will be sometime in Fall 

       -Mark Blaustein from Sharon stated in his town minimum 2 week process providing all the  

        paperwork is correct 

  **Discussion continued with no further action taken…any thoughts and/or suggestions??? 


